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IT IS SAID that the generals and admirals are
always well prepared to fight a war the previous one: So it may have
been with the leaders of the reform movement in American broadcasting
by the late 19703: Prepirations had been inade for battles with the
established broadcast industry and the federal communtations
policymakers. Suletantial agendas for change had been drawn dp and
pursued. Yet a careful analysis of the overall trends in public policy foT
bioadcasting and telecommunications suggests that, like the generals,
the reform movement may have been preparing for a war that had
already been decided.

On the surface the impact of the reformers had been substantial.
Students of the regulatory process and of the efforts of "citizens" or
"public interest" groups, and even some of the participants themselves,
have begun to chronicle this impact. A commonly cited atudy of the
dynamics of broadcaiting regulation makes much of the arrival to pro-
minence in regulatory matters of such public groups. ' The authors note
that the old triangle among the broadcast industry, the Federal Corn-'
munications Commission (FM) and the Congress has been joined,
restructured and made more coniplei during the last decade or two by
agencies of the executive branch, by the courts and by the public groups.
The interaction of the latter two has been of crucial importance to
whatever success the reformers have achieved. A study by Branscomb
and Savage Of the goals, resotrces and operations of the leading media
reform groups demonstrates the range of regulatory activity they have
pursued. Guimary's book on the history of citizen's group activity
shows how, as an institution, the reform movement developed a certain
gtructural division of labor involving various forms of local and national
voluntary organization, as wellas several other national-level, non-pkofit
legal assistance and expert consulting centers. ' Grundfeat traces the
history of citizen participation in licensing attivity and reviews FCC
policies in that area thrount the mid-1970s. The Murphy study, while
not dealing cvith cominunications reform, establishes the context of
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changes taking plate during the 1960s in state and. local government,
public interest group, corporate and other lobby efforts aimed at Con-
gress and the federal government. '

It remains questionable, however, whether the institutional presence
and status achieved by the communications refqrm grotips have, in fact,
had significant impact, on the delip structure of public policy toward
broadcasting and its role in American society. Indeed it might be argued
that even well before the 1980 elections the major trends in telecom-
muniiitions policy were beginning to respond to economic and ideological

forces at Ods with the primary elements of the reform agenda. Further,
it may be -.;-=h that the policymaking process, of which the reform activi-

ty had becorne a liart, was itself a ritualistic exercise, implying little
significant change., ,

For a while there was relatively little awareness of the failures in
reform implicit here. One of the first formal recognitions of the emerging
difficulties came at a 1976 "Conference on Public-Interest Communica-
tions Law" sponsored by the Aspen Institute. The report from that con-
ference claims a certain historical and institutional status for the media
reform movement, but it also reflects concern about the apparent slowing
of litigation success and uncertainties within the movement about
prierities and appropriate strategies. By the end of the decade, at least
one set of, writers, appearing in a book edited by Haight, seemed to have
awakened to further aspects of what had been happening. Several
studies in this book, many written by activists in the broadcast reform
movement (some in the, academy, some not), give ample evidence of the
losses suffered by the reform groups in the process of developing the
terme, compromises and "trade-offs" in the initial, 1978-79, portion olthe
effort to "rewrite" the Communications Act of 1934. The Haight review
concludes with the observation: "It looks like it's time to . . paint the
picket signs again. We have been politely doing the work of legitimizing
the policy-formation process for too long."

Yet the level of awareness reached here is still preliminary and needs

to be pursued. The Haight collection provides a long overdue reflection on
aspects of the compromised reform work, but it and most other critiques
of federal cOmmunications Riley tend to perceive whatever problems
there are as susceptible to beffir organized, more vigorous reform activi-
ty. . What they apparently do not see, and what has been observed
nowhere else in recent telecommunications policy debate, is the essential-
ly symbolic nature of the process and the long history of reform participa-
tion in the ritual. They tend not to 46aware that the contradictory ex-
perience of contemporary reform, not only in communications, but also in
all other social matters, is not a unique or passing phenomenon, that in-
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stead it a part oi a continuing set of paradoxes and inconsistencies that,
as suggeated by David W. Noble, have bedevilled progressivist thought
and action throughout American history.

The other sources noted above, even- those less closely tied to the
reform movement, share the same difficulty in looking beyond the im-
mediate details of the relevant cases and the broadcasting reform move-
ment's structural history. Krasnow and Longley provide a useful analytic
fratnewak and a number of compelling case studies to sho itu-
tional workings qf the regulatory process. Branscomb and Savav re al
much about the range of reform activity and a sense of which organiz
tions are the major players. e.g., American Council for Better Broadcas
(ACBB). Action fOr Children's Television (ACT), Citizens Communicatio
Center (CCC). National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB) an
the Office of C4mmunications of the United Church al Christ (U ).
among others. The study reveals the funding and staffing problems o the
smaller of these groups and the ties of the larger groups to funding f n-
dations. Guimary provides a bit more historical and analytic backgrou
describing the various categories of organized activity, relating in case-
study fashion the origins and successes of such groups as ACT and CCC,
and showing the differences between these organizations and the earlier
industrysponsored listener and advisory councils. Grundfes1 recom-
mends adjustments in FCC licensing policy ;hat woul4 balance the in-
terests of citizen groups and broadcasters. Like the Schneyer and Lloyd
report and the Haight collection, all oUthese tend to take the broadcast
reform movement at face value, to treat it as part of a rationalized;
lOgically coherent, systemic policymaking procedure. The symbolic
dimelesion of the process, the significance of broadcast reform as part of
an overall political legitimization of ratification of prior structural ar-
rangements and power allocations is only occasionally acknowledged.
And none of them establishes the broadcast reform effort in the broader
context of American history, especially that rich portion centered around
the problems of general social, economic and political reform.

, To suggest why it might be appropriate to reinterpret the state of af -
airs in broadcastingfieform, it is necessary to pull together and recast

certain aspects of the nature and extent of the recent reform experience
in broadcasting regulatory and policy matters. Accordingly, this study at-
temtils to review elements of the major advances of the reform move-
ment into broadcasting regulation and policymaking activity and to take
note of certain important countervailing trends. The study also seeks to
relate this experience to aspects of the broader heritage of reform in
American history: Throughout, a further purpose of this work is to draw
attention to the usefulness of examining media policy issues in light of a
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jointly critical and symbolic approach that is, to review official, public
policy developments in communication in relationship to problems of
pragmatic compromise with industrial and political.forces and te underly-
ing structures of mytfi about the nature and meaning of media in modern
society.

The Heritage of American Reform
The origins of political reform in the United States rest in the Con-

stitution and the experienceof the American rebellion itself. The rights to ,
freedom of speech and to petition for redress of grievances imply more
than the ability of individuals simply to express their discontents. Within
the framework of powers and obligations established by the Constitution
there exists a fundamental recognition of the potential need for change as
time and circumstance dictate, aka political process is provided that

, presumAly can accommodate it. Yet this commitment to flexibility is a
conservative doctrine. For while the pragmatic, scientific spirit of the
Conatitution contemplates hiprovements in the applied democratic pro-
cess, its expectations are for neither radical nor necessarily frequent'
change. '° There is an assumption that progress will occur with the in-
creasingly practical enlightenment of the citizenry and its improving
material condition. The doctrine of individualism informing the
emergence of the republic further assumes that such progress is possible
through the Constitution's guarantees of order and private libertarian ac-
tion supported by a structure of law.

Of course the concept of reform i,s much older than the American state,
and it is even a precursor to libertarian ideology. Reform is at root a term
of religious politics and a model for change through return to a former,
simpler state of grace. The Reformation grew out of attempts initially to
restructure the Roman Catholic Church not necessarily by creating new
doetrines as in Protestantism, but by recapturing a certain direct rela-
tionship between man and God, a condition that was presumed to have
been better facilitated by the earlier Church and through direct in-
dividual experience of the scriptures. " The contemporary popular
discussions of reform tend to emphasize its characteristics of improve-
ment and correction. The restoration heritage of the concept and its
religious overtonqs tend to be overlooked. Yet they have considerable

/". significance in light of the secular political and social experience with
reform during the past century, particularly during the last two decades.

For any discussion of American reform movements it is useful to start
with Richard Hofstadter and David V. Noble. " Hofstadter's sharpest
focus is on the progressivism of the period 1900-1914, but his study deals
with themes that range from Jeffersonian agrarian idealism to the
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pragmatism of Roosevelt's ,New Dea1.4Noble discusses ,,progressive
thought during the period rougbly 1880-1920, but he, too, seeks to root
progressive thinking and the dilemmas therein in the Much older tradi-
tions of American and western liberalism. Overlaid on oneanother these
studies demonstrate that the American reform narrative tetches back
at least to the eighteenth century European strains of crIhtenment
faith, in progress and_forward'into the current generation of persistent
civil libertarian and consumer movement beliefs in the power and perfec-,
tibility of the individual. \

In dealing with the earlier period of American history, one notes the in-
itial expressions of reform concerns and their legacy throughout the 19th
century inrthe terms of tural views and needs. Thus thel populist move- '

, ment, coming at the end of that stage, was essentially agrarian, combin-
ing the mythology of the yeoman farmer with the practical demands of an

\ emergidg comMercial agricultural industry. By the turn of the century,
however, populism's hold on the reform moveimilit was greatly weaken-

ni4ing. The social and political conditio of thW.ver growing, increasingly
complicated urban environment eng dered a somewhat different ap-
proach. Yet it is important to keep in mind that the populist dream of a
return to the small, independent, self-sufficient, free-holding worker of
the land has never been entirely repudiated. Aspects of it have remained
in other, less rural reform movements, and its appeal informs much of the
contemporary 6elief in the salutory effects of the flight from the city
from the crime, the violence:the relentless inflation and the energy shor-
tages that mark the urban condition in the latter third of the 20th cen-/ tury. ....

During the last decade of the 19th century the center of reform ac-
tivity shifted to efforts of Progressivism, an essentially urban, middle-
class, nationwide movement. In time progressivism absorbed many of the
populist themes, and in practical political terms it depended greatly on
widespread, multi-partisan support from congressmen representing all
sections of the country, rural and urban. Progressivism expressed itself
in the form of concerns about "labor and social welfare, municipal reform,
the interest of the consumer," but its legislative program also dealt with
tariff, financial, railroad and antitrust matters that were national hi
scope, of interest both to those concerned about kickbacks in grain
transportation rates and those worried about the quality of life and
politics in the cities. "

The progressive impulse was, of course, much more than an applied
political program. It was a sentiment felt widely among the populace, in
many ways its actual goals were vague and it was infused with the spirit
of recovery:
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int was not nearly so much the movement of any social clasa, or coalition of

classes, against a particular class or group as it was a rathet widespread and
remarkably good-natured effort of the greater partof society to achieve some not

very clearly specified self-reformation. Its general theme was the efia6 to restore

a type of economic individualism and political dern6cracy that was widely believed

to have existed earlier in America and to havbeen destroyed by the great cor-

poration and the corrupt political machine; and with that restoration to bring back

a kind,of morality andcivic purity that was also believed tO have been lost. "

Put more succinctly, "Progressivrsm, at its heart, was an effort to
realize familiar and' traditional ideals under novel circamstances." The

difficulty waslhat many of those ideals were based on myths about both

the former character of American society and the changes that had over-
taken it;There was a tendency to believe too fully in the image of the no-

ble) rural citizen, the enlightened Oman Community, "town meeting"
democratic process. and the prior. general existence of free enterprise
economic conditions, civic virtue and personal morality.

There certainly were among the progressivists those with sufficient in-

sight 03 recognize some of the realities. They were able to note the mean-

ness of aspects of tikl life, to recognize -the essential differences of

pOlitical heritage and fultural values accompanying the large influx of im-

nkrants into the cities, to see in machine politics an often necessary and
01111W process for responding to what frequently was a closed. imper-
sonal, legalistic American social and political order, to recognize the role

of new industrial and financial organization in, substantially improying
geqtral economic conditions, and to realize that many of the social and

economic changes underway were largely irreversible. Yet the nfyths
persisted. and as a result there was a tremendous-ambivalence in the

outlook of progressivism. Thire was a tendency to be of two min& about

all the major issues the great corporations. immigrants, labor, bosses

and city life. "
. As Noble suggests, there was underlying the progressive movement a
tradition of paradox in all generations of liberal thought, chief
which werq the hope for the simultaneops triumphs of "civilizatio
savagery" and the untroubled notion tliat "total liberty (might be) ac-
companied by totql uniformity." " Liberalism has always tended to
belietle in both the Garden and Manifest Destiny and in the doctrine*both
of individual freedom and of absolute equality. Seen in other terms the
paradox extends to confusion about such things as the identity between

freedoms of speech and enterprise, the assoCiation of social well being

with economoic expansion, and the differences between monopoly and
oligopoly. Periodically, as during the years immediately following World

War I, progressivism became aware of and disillusioned by the contradic-

tions inherent in its beliefs, but typically it came to accept. though never

12
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,

to resolve, those paradoxes-and.to move on without significant recOncep-
tualization to the next phase of its continuing struggle with conservatisni.

In the end, then, there was substantial failure in progressive aspira-
tions': The' movement managed to eneourage certain improvements in the .

political process, including changes in 'electoral proceedjngs and the
passage of female suffrage, and it helped place certain limiti on the
growth of the major trasts. But it can hardly have been said to have ef-
fected massive, substantial reform in American social and political af-
fairs. Antitrustlegislation never quite fully-dealt with the groWing con-
centration of corporate power; indeed, it may .have legitimized certain .

aspects of that, growth. Small, closelY-knit communitiei .could not be

e readily 'reestablished. Changes in the character of cultural values tended
v to respond piore to develoPments in sobial organization and comthunica-

tions than to progressive sermons. The clock could not be turned biek;
the pace of chang0 had gathered toomuch momenturn and the impossible
'moral and political standards of the reformers could not be legislated.
Perhapi most importantly, the structure of all forms Of organization,
prirte and public, had grown beyond the ability of the reformers to con- -
,trol. As Hofstadter argues, progressive reform failed bejause tit ignored
or Could not come to grips with the _extent to which ilihlopments in
large, 'complex corporate and goVernmental enterpris6 had changed the
hindarneqtal rulbs 'of economics and politiea. Leading spokesman and in-
stitutions in the reform movement, While critical of the emerging forms of
organization, were at the same time unWitting parts of them.

One of the ironic problems confronting reformers . . . was that the very activities
`they pursued in attempting to defend or restore the individualistic values they admired
brought them closer to the-techrdques.of organizaqpn they feared.

. Further, as Robert Wiebe notes, there was in the progressive move-
ment an "illusion of fulfillment."

What the reformers failed to comprehend was that they had built tio more than a loose
framework, one malleable enqugh to serve many purposes, and that only its gradual comple-
tion would give meaning to an otherwise blank outline. They had carried an apptoach'rather
than a solution to their labors; and in the end they constructe0 just an approach to reform,
mistaking it for a *mshed product. "

Given the ps ssional, social aiid financial statUre Of many of tlie pro-
gressive leaders, this conclusion may be somewhat surprising. But in'his
study of the backgr unds of the leading reformers, Alfred Chandler finds
that, in large part due to their individualistic spirit, there was a political
independence that also reflected inexperience in national politics, a
weakness that was to undermine their aspirations for achieving lasting,
institutionalized reform. 19 j



Underneath the progresgive Progratn wai an expliCit faith in aL.
onstituted human nature and an implicit belief in the utility of modern

t c mmunications. Committed to reform within the context of constitu-
tional law and privately controlled economic structures, progessivism
_sought to discern and attach to the process of reform those aspects of
modernity seen as dapable of reinvigorating_commudity. Modern man
was perceived as a rational, vsaentially perfectible being who poisessed . t-

the analytis capacity, and who sought the hiformation necessarY to deal
with the complexities of contemporary life, in order that he might master
thoSe difficulties' 'and return politk.al and'onomic decisions to the in-
dividual and to identifiable communi ' o ; appeal to this man pro-
gressivista seized on education, communkátfóns, science, and technology
as primary instruments of reform.

In...the hands of the William 411en,Whites, S.S. McChires, Lincoln S4f-
fenies and Herbert Crolys the liberating potential of the print media was-
preSumably given- regular pra4lcal demonstration. Never mmdl the
forces at "work adver4ãØugrdhain building and consolidation-- I that
were Mereasingty tying newspapers; magazines and publishing ge erally
into the same complex, of organizational and commercial process and
values being attacked by the muckrakers. Freedoms of expression and
pres were still presumed to be remedial, and, coupled to science and ,

general educatiOn, theY would be vital tools of reform. That taith in the
ameliorative power of communications carried forward with redoubled
strength hit° the coming age of radio and television. Electronic
technology was to become the apotheais of the restoration of communi- ,

ty. .

The other major contributory theme to contempory reform perspec-
tives Was, of course, the rise of a large government regulatory apparatus
during the first half of the century. This development tends to be seen as
a function of the NeW Peal and to be argued within the framework of the,
tired liberalrconservative dichotomy..It is, however, a phenomenon that
substantially, 'antedates the administration of Frankliry Roosevelt. The
proliferation of federal administrative agencies derivei from the series of
regulatory and antitrust laws beginning with the Interstate Commerce
Act 1 1887 and the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890, and it is a reflection of
the eneral shift of social concerns from civic morality toadministratiVe
tec nique. 20 To be sure, its Tost expansive stage of growth began dur-
ing Roosevelt's first term, but its essential logic and forms and its
politically legitimate statuswere all 'established well before the advent of

. the Depresaion and the Popular plea for relief from Washington. Growth
in , the power and authority of the federal government proceeded all
through the first two decades of the 20th century, as the rangeof federal
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legislation and execidive ,branch initiaiives extended further into those
economic and social affairs that could be increasingly seen as coming
under the realm of interstate commerce. The role of the national govern-
ment was stibstantially enhanced by the mobilization and central
economic planning necessities occasioned by World War I. Even during
the height of the Republican laissez-faire attitudes-in the mid-1920s the
federal apparatus remaiffed in t and actually grew.' The number and
scope of federal regulatory a ies were still limited, and under Presi-
dent Coolidge and his Seim y of Commerce, Herbert Hoover, they
Were turned unabashedly from supervison of big business to its promo-
tion. Nonetheless the centralization 'of economic power in the national
government steadily increased, particulary after the secretary himself,
became president and then was confronted with the economic crisis that
was to deny him a second term. 21

Of course, regardless Qf which party was in power, centralization and
regulation typicallY, teiided toward protectionism, and it remains
debatable how seriously threatening to the health of large-scale, commer-
cial enterPrise any of the federal legislative initiatives have been. Critical
students of progressivism at the time of the New Deal saw the limita-
tiiins: "The reforms of the New Deal will not lead to reform as it is
carefully .defined . . . ; they will not help to maintain 'freedom of co&
tract,' freedom from monopoly, freedom of competition." 22

!t is in light of such doubts that the significance of the federal com-
municatons legislation can best be seen. Other than combining the prior,
separate terms of regulation -for broadcasting and telecommunigat4Ons,
and making more permanent the new FCC, the Communications Act of
1934, a ,Roosevelt bill, actually did very little that was new. Its broad-,
caqting provisions were taken almost verbatim from the Radio Act of
1927, a Coolidge administration bill. That law in turn had been largely a
response to Coinmercial -industry, pressure, rising out of Secretary
Hoover's fo0 National Radio Conferences (1922-25) and the difficulties
facing many of the major private interests in regulating, themselves and
exploiting radio for commercial purposes.

In view, of its failute to address directly the emerging patterns of net-
work dominance and advertising financial support, the Radio Act has
been termed "obsolete." 23 A closer analysis of the law's significance sug-
gests, however, that it was an act of legitimation that in carefully
avoiding any measures that might seriously check the emerging patterns,
the law served to ratifY the status quo. Thatyatification was reiterated in
the 1934 Act, though now the support for the prior conditions was extend-
ed to th'e telephone and telegiaph industries as well.

Thu& the communications legislation of the New Deal era, while pro-
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viding for a somewhat more permanent, stronger administrative struc-
ture, instituted few measuresiseriously antithetical to industry interests.
There remained questions about the full extent.of the proper authority of
the regulatory agency, wider the intiming public jmterest standard; and
much of the reform efforts over the years have been directed at confirm-
ing that the meaning of the st,andar&includes the rights of audiences,
public access and participation. 24 However, the difficulty for the
reformers has always been that, relevant court opinions notwithstanding,
the prior public policy commitment toan essentially private, commercial,
network-oriented industry remains, and the range of possible redefini-
tions of broadcasting purpose is therefore severely constrained.

Advances of the Reform Movement
Tracing the, details of the broadcast reform activities turns out-to be no

easy task. While there clearly is a body of case law and official policy
debate involving the rights and interests of citizen groups, that collection
of regulatory decisions, court cases and policy statements cuts across and
is tightly intertwined with a complex series of other,issues tbat are
theinselves all mutually bound up. The major issues hefe are Policies and
rules on license renewals and comparative hearings, the Fairness Doc-
trine, deregulation, cable television, media cross-ownership and concen-
tration, advertising and children's television, violence and, pornography,
prime time access, ascertainment, family viewing periods, public broad=
casting, satellites, and the general, technologically-inspired breakdown
among conventional conceptions of print, broadcasting, cable, computer
and common carrier communications.

Further, the principal players in each case are a large, shifting cast of
representatives drawn variously from the Congress, the White House,
the National Telecommunications and Information Administration
(NTIA), the FCC, the Justice Department, the federal District, Appeals
and Supreme Courts, the several indUstries, the Communications Bar,
private policy research firms, foundations, the academic communications
research community, and the varioue.reform groups themselVes. In the
,past, movement of individuals among these various institutions was
restricted to just a few of the groups, 'for example, among the FCC,
elements of the commercial bgoadcast industry and their law firms. Now,
however, with the arrival of more institutional players, the pattern of
inter-organizational movement has increased, involving more groups and
becoming a complex mosaic. This pattern and the attendant multiple and
often overlapping, if not conflicting, identities make it that much more
aiffiCult to track all the important developments. Nonetheless it is
perhaps possible to point to some of the key. regulatory and -policy

.16
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developments .to generate a sufficiently representetive picture of the
-

princi trends. .pVi

In or to place some limits on what could otherwise develop into an
exceeding y long, wide-ranging elaboration of all the issues and relation- .

ships noted above, this part of the disOussion will restrict itself to one
primary stream of regulatory activity, the licensing authority of the FCC,
and a number of related concerns.

Licensing: A key test of the weight of reform perspectives in com-
munications policy and regulation has been the extent to which the FCC
has wielded its licensing authority and how well it has been supported in
that process in legislative and judicial proceedings. The Communications
Act gives the FCC authority to grant and renew licenses under the terms
of the "public interest, convenience and necessity" standard. The- carp- ,
mission is to decide whether a license applicant can best serve that public
interest, and in the case of competing applicants, 'Which one is best likely
to Meet the standard. The fundamental licensing problem then becomes
one of determining what the standard means.

Broadcasters have' always tended to try tO restrict the scope of the
commission's authority, arguing that the public interest criteria of the
law are best served by a stable, economicaliy secure industry; major
guarantees of which are miniinal regulations, security of license renewal
and the provision of demonstrably popular programming. Critics and
reformers, on the other hand, have tended to define the public interest as
being better served by closer commission attention to the nature of
iicensee programmingservices and a stronger will to deny renewals when
performance falls short of prothise. Major themes' of criticism from this
perspective have been the charge of perfunctory licensing and the conclu-
sion that the commission has tended too readily to accept the industry's
definition of the standard.

The issue of pro forma renewal has been one of long standing. The FCC
itself took cognizance of it at least as early as 1946 when it issued its
startling and widely attacked "Blue Book." 28 That review of the respon-
sibility of broadcast licensees was implicitly critical of the commission's
own practices theretofore, demonstrating with devastating effect the
failure of a number of licensees to live up to performance promises made
in previous license applications and the commission's record of ignoring
such discrepancies. As has been generally acknowledged, however, the
"Blue Book" led to no significant change in FCC practices and was in ef-
fect repudiated. A 1958 congressional subcommittee review of the
legislative and regulatory history of broadeasting confirmed that repudia-
tion and the general pattern of commission reluctance to move beyond the

17
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industry definition of the public interest standard. " That review also
documented the role of congressional pressure in restricting the commis-

sion.
In 1960 in the context Of the nearly complete irrival of television, the

embarrassments of the quiz show, payola and ratings scandals and the
evidence of increasing public and congressional anxiety about the power
and impact oi the new medium, the commission undertook to set out
workable guidelines for the licensing process. This new Pi.ogramming
Policy Statement pointed to the importance of "new," "additional" and
the "best possible" lotal services, underscoring the fiduciary responsibili-
ty of the licensee. " These standards were much vaguer and less str-
ingent than the 1946 document, and the major significance of the 1960
Statement lay in its call for "assiduous planning and consultation" by the
licensee in its community. This portion of the Statement ancir its use in a
subsequent license application denial in 1962 turned out to be a major
step toward . ascertainment rules finally promulgated in

1971. ' Nonetheless the criteria for 'licensing, for granting permits to
operate the intreasingly valuable commercial television and radio sta..-
tions, remained a troubling, &defined issue.

In a 1965 Policy Statement on Comparative Broadcast Hearing the
commission seemed to be trying to verify those criteria and their relative
importance. r To evaluate the suitability of licensee applicants it outlin-
ed such factors as the ownees contribution to diversification of media con-
trol, fulltime participation in station operations, the nature of proposed
bioadcast service, the applicant's past broadcast record, the impact of the-
application on efficiency of frequency use, and the applicant's character.
The growing concern about media concentration reflected in this docu-
ment was the basis for an ultimately successful 1969 challenge .to the
renewal of the license of the WHDH, the station owned by the Boston
Herald n-aveler. " But the crucial change in FCC licensing policy in the
mid-1960; came iv, a result of pressure mounted from the outside, by the
United Church of Christ and others who, in a challenge of the license of
WLBT in Jackson, Mississippi, were in the process of initiating a new
chapter in the license renewsl story.

Most observers agree o0he watershed inaportance of the WLBT/UCC
case. It is true that many local broadcasting reform efforts have roots
that stretch back at, least to the pre-television days of the radio listener
groups. " But the institution of organized reform, directed not only at
industry, but also at the federal regulatory and policy processes, is a later
development of somewhat different character that began to mature with
the license renewal challenge filed in 1964 by the UCC and two Jackson
citizens.

1 6
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The details of the WLBT case are well presenied elsewhere and need
not be repeated here. " What should be noted, however, is the
significance of the case in four aresA.

1".
First, it, rose out of the spreading civil qghts movement of the early

and mid-1960s. Such a case, involving the challenge to a television sta-
tion's license wal principally on the groUnds of the station's record of
discriminato gramming practices, could not have beenpursued until
the broader soci i. and political climate had begun to turn toward a more
expansive definition of the public interest, including sensitivity to the
programming, employment and ownership interests of blacks.

Second, during the period of this case the core focus of the civil rights
movement had expanded to include related concerns about the rights of
other ethnic minorities, women, children and older citizens, among
others. These were the years during which President Johnson pushed
Congress into passate4 the Civil Rights Acts of 1984, the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 and the general build-uP of the "Great Society" programs of
widespread federal government social action. Meanwhile the civil rights
movement grew into or at least became closely identified with general
public activism organized around the antiwar movement, 'counter-
cultural expression and consumer rights. Even before these matters

, AP. became subjects of regulatory debate, they were reflected in broad-
tasting through the demonstrations, marches, and other activities
organized increasingly to attract mass media attention, particularly that
of television. City, county And state governmebts, unions, consumer and
environmental coalitions, and a host of other public interest, citizens' lob-
by and reform groups became regular, important actors in the federal
policymaking process. " All these activities had the apparent effect of-
beginning to change the environment for communications regulatory and
policy debate, and they took the form of such things as a large increase in
the number of license renewal challenges, more attempts to use the
Fairness Doctrine to influence coverage of various viewpoints, efforts tio

provide public access to cable television channels, demands for formal re-
quirements for broadcasters to carry out systematic Community ascer-
tainment procedures, more intense criticism of televised violence and the
effects of advertising on children, and support for developing a stronger
noncommercial, pUblic broadcasting alternative to the commercial
system.

Third, the WLBT case gave standing before the FCC and the courts
to organized public interest or citizen groups. The District of Columbia
Court of Appeals overturned the longstanding policy of the commission to
permit intervention in license cases only by those with a clear, direct
financial or signal interference interest. In the words of one observer the
case, as resolved,

1 9
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. meant that the public could no longei be ignored. either by, the broadcaster or the
FCC . . For the first time the public could make the broadcuter account directly for his
stewardship of the airwaves . . . Without this decision (or one substantially like it) public-
interest law in the broadcut,field would never have emerged. "

Fourth, the case involved substantial amounts of time, organization
and money. A total of five years (1964-1969) elapsed between the first fil-
ing by the challengers and the second Court of Appeals decision, and it
took fully another decade for the FCC to resolve all the aspects of the
orders imposed upon it by the court in 1969. " To build and purdue the
case, the United Church of Christ had to be prepared to involve itself in
careful background research and iiiIrganizing the details of joint action
with co-intervenors from the local community. It also had te have the
resources to meet legal and other costs that eventually amounted to near-
ly one-quarter of a million dollars.

In the wake of WLBT, elements of the public interest movement in
broadcasting expanded rapidly. During the years 1971-73 renewal denial
petitions were filed against 342 stations. " Challenges to license
transfers (sales of stations) also mounted. Because of the growing cos4
faced by the broadcasters, represented in legal fees hnd lost staff tifne,
and because of the threat of delayed renewal, permanent losses of
licenses and potentially 'precedent-setting court actions, many station
owners began to seek accommodations with the public groups. As a result
many of these cases were finally settled out of court in the form of
negotiated agreements between licensees and the challenging parties.
The KTAL and the Capital Cities cases are leading examples of such set-
tlements in which, for specific promises of changes in programming and
employment practices, renewal and transfer challenges were held back or
withdrawn. "

By the mid-1970s the commission had begun institutionalizing aspects
of the changed state of affairs involving the public interest groups. In
1971 it initiated formal ascertainment requirements, extending them to
public broadcasters in 1976. '° In 1972 it issued its fjast edition of The
,Public and Broadcasting A Procedure Manual, revising it in 1974, as
an appa 1 e for public groups participating in license pro-
ceedings. ' In 1975 it adopted a`final statement, the Agreements Report

d Orde in a rulemaking 'dealing with agreements between broad-
rs and blic groups. '° By 1976 in response to complaints about dif-

ng information out of the commission, Chairman Wiley
a Consumer Assistance Office. That year, too, following Con-

onal passage of the "Sunshine Act," the FCC established open
eeting procedures, and in 1977 the Commission adopted a somewhat

e detailed, potentially tougher set of equal employment opportunity_
mpliance criteria in reviewing applications. "

o
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Fuither the commission extended its concern about the suitability and
performance of television licensees to the noncommercial sector. In 1972,
on the basis of petitions for reconiideration filed by blatk citizens' groups,
the commission rescinded an earlier decision to grant to the Alabama
Educational Television Commission (AETC) renewals for 'eight stations
licensed to it and a new license for a ninth. It designated those licenses for
hearing and then, in 1975, on a 4-2 vote, ruled that AETC had "followed a
racially discriminatory policy in its employment and overall programming
practices during the license period (1967-70)" and denied the AETC ap-
plications for the nine stations. '1 As in some previous renewal cases,
many of ,the failures of the licefisee had been corrected by the time the

, commission issued its decision. Recognizing this, the FCC permitted
AETC to reapply for its licenses, though it also invited cqmpeting applica-
tions from other parties. AETC subsequently filed new applications for
six of the stations, which were unopposed and were therefore regranted
to it in October 1975. Its applications for the three remaining licenses
were contested by a local group, Alabama Citizens for Responsive Public
Television, but eventually (January, 1980), AETC, Alabama Citizens and
another intervenor, Montgomery Citizens, reached a "Settlement Agree-
ment" under which AETC made certain changes in its use of advisory
groups and the challengers dropped their competing applica-
tions. " Though in the end AETC retained its libenses, its experience,
coupled with certain EEO, federal funding, ascertainment and other
policy developments, revealed that the performance of the public broad-
casting community was no longer exempt from the concerns of minority
and public interest groups.,

Meanwhile the general federal policymaking apparatus also took
some note of the reformers' concerns. The congressional subcommittees
and executive agencies be an to review the question of regulatory per-
formance throughout the ederal government. The Federal Trade Com-
mission, at least temporrily, was given stronger teeth and new leader-
ship, and the FCC's pattern of regulatory protectionism for broadcasters,
particularly as directed against the cable industry, came under wider
Congressional and' White House criticism. By the late 1970e, under the
Carter - Administration, aLlumber of former public interest group
members and strong criticskf the broadcasting industry had begun to
find themselves in key regulatory, Cabinet agency and White House staff
positions.

Couhtervailing Trends
Running deep within the stream of regulatory /activity reviewed above

there were, however, significant crosscurrents that have since become

21
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ore powerful 'and dangerous to the reform agenda. They also have been
joined by other important policy developments which, during the 1970s,
began to deflect the flow of reform activtty that had seemed so fully in
flood by the late 1960s.

.License Renewal Pohcy. In an important sense the entire WLBT/UCC
case was made possible by the FCC's unwillingness to change its license
renews; policies. That intransigence had been revealed alio in the 1965
Comparative Broadcast Hearing Statement. A close reading there suli-
gests that, with the possible exception of the growing interest in the pro-
blem of media concentration, the major thrust of the commission's con-
cern was to place limits on the grounds for challenges to license applica-
tions. For example, while invoking the 1960 Program Policy Statement
and noting the importance of the licensee's proposed program service, the
1965 Statement cited the difficulty of comparing such programming plans
and said that such plans would not be an important issue in comparative
hearings. The primary goal here .may have been simply to speed up the
application process by discouraging "frivolous" and "extraneous" applica-
tions. To a certain extent it was this sort of attitude that helped inspire
the United Church of 'Christ arid others to undertake the WLBT and
similar license challenges.

The comtnioion's posture on license renewals remained ambivalent.
On the one hand it was resisting the pressure to deny renewal to WLBT;
on the other hand it was proceeding to apply the anti-concentration por-
tion of its 1965 Statement in its decision against renewing the license of
WHDH. That decision was upheld by the Supreme Court, and in 1972 the
Herald Traveler was forced to divest itself of theitation. Although the
Court of Appeals decision in WLBT was not released until June 1969, the
pro-challenger climate of the courts and of a significant portion of the
commissioners was enough to set off a reaction within Congress and the
FCC.

The ink was barely dry on the WHDH decision in early 1969 when John
Pastore, Chairman of the Senate Subcommittee on Communications, in-'
troduced legislation (S. 2004) seeking to prohibit the FCC from consider-
ing competing applications for licensee at renewal time until it had first
determined that granting renewal to the incumbent licensee would not
serve the public interest. " This bill: with its "two-step" license renewal
process, had substantial industry support, and initially it enjoyed
widespread co-sponsorship in Congress. But it soon ran into serious op-
position from public groups and others, and by the end of the year it had
stalled. At that point (January 1970) the Commission issued a new Policy
Statement Concerning Comparative Hearings, attempting without a for-

NI)
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mai, rulemaking proceeding to adopt the terms of the Pastore
bill. " Challenged by two of the leading public interest groups and
others, the Statement was ultiftiately overturned (1971) by the Court of
Appeals, and the comtnissiontwas ordered to return to the comparative
hearings process.

The commission responded in part by issuing t o edure Manual
1972, then revising it in 1974. The Manual seems to be guide to citizens'
groups in how to approach license challenge procee . It gives strong
endorsement to the notion that "establishing and t . tabling quality
broa casting services is a matter in which memberS of the community
have vital concern in which hey can and should play a prominent role."
Yet the ition taken by th ion here places most of the burden
for challenge's n the local s. They are cautioned throughout to try
to resolve their mplainti with th broadcasters first, to "avoid clogg-
ing" the commiss wit omp aints, to be certain any complaint filed is a
"legitimate grievance and to determine that the complainants
themselves have appropriate credentials as "parties at interest."

To be sure, the Manual is full of practkal advice on how to deal with the
commission and to enhance the likelihood of success in getting a full hear-
ing when bringing challenges. On the other hand, the Manual is an effort
at discouragement. It is dense and intimidating, invoking all the complex
language and procedures of administrative agency practice. It makes it
quite dear that complaints must be brought to the commission, that the
FCC will continue to avoid taking atv initiative in opening inquiries into
broadcaster performance and that the burden of proof will remain on the
challenger. All in all the Manual suggests that, while now recognizing its
obligations to accommodate citizen groups and their challenges, the com-
mission itself was going to remain as passive an actor as possible, treating
challengerwkeptically.

Uncertaties about license renewal policy continued to develOp during
the late 1970s. In 1976 the commission approved the renewal of WESH-
TV, a Cowles Broad g station in Florida, rejecting a competing ap:
plicant's challeng to the q ality of prior service by the station and to thile
lack of diversification repr nted in Cowles as a media crossownership
enterprise. The following year the FCC "clarified" its ruling on the
quality-of-service aspects of the case, though it did not change its decision
on the renewal. Three citizen's group petitioned the commission to
reconsider the "clarif1cation,"0 and *hen the Commission turned them
down they appealed to the courts. To date there have been two Court of
Appeals decisions in the case. In the Brit (1978) the court remanded the
case to the commission for reconsideration, finding that the "state pf ad-
ministrative practice in commission comparative renewal proceedings is
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unsatisfactory. Its paradoxical history reveals an ordinarily tacit
presumption that the incumbent is to be preferred." " The second deci-
sion (1979) rejected an out-of-court settlement between Cowles and the
competing licensee, Central Florida, returning the case to the commis-
sion, which in 1981 voted to renew Cowles' license. " That decision was,
of course, unsatisfactoty to Central Florida, leaving open considerable
prospect for further court review.

Meanwhile, although the commission had been upheld by the courts in
a 1973 decision to renew the license of RKO General's KHJ-TV in Los
AngeleS, by the late-1970s the renewal of RKO's Detroit station, WOR-
TV, also had been challenged. and the commission had been confronted
with additional evidence about the business practiées and iftccuracy of
information filed with it by the parent company, General Tire. According-
ly, it reconsidered RKO's suitability as a licensee and in January 1980
denied renewal of the group's Boston station, WNAC-TV. This decision
applied as well to RkO's still-pending renewals for the Los Angeles and
Detroit stations, and it also raised questions about RKO's right to con-
tinue holding the licenses for its thirteen other broadcasting properties.
In addition to denying the renewals for the three stations, the commission
designated for hearing the renewal applications for all the others. In view
of the case's staggering impact on RKO, its potential precedent for coin-

%mission decisions on the suitability of other major group owners, and the
narrowness of the vote (4-3), the case was appealed. In December 1981
the Court of Appeals in Washing-On, D.C. affirmed the commission's deci-
sion on the Boston station, WNAC-TV, denying its renewal, and remand-
ed the proceedings on the other two to' the commission for further con-
sideration. RKO appealed, but in April 1982 the Supreme Court refused
to review the FCC decision, in effect forcing RKO to give up its Boston
station, which it did the following month. "

The commission's determination in the RKO case should be kept in
perspective, seen in light of other FCC license renewal activities. For in-
stance, during the process of considering the Procedure Manual the com-
mission became aware of the growing number of agreements being reach-
ed between broadcasters and citizen' groups. In order to avoid license
renewal delays, many brpadcasters had gone along with the settlement
process. But many of them were also becoming Unhappy with the growing
powers of the public groups, and they made these concerns known to the
commission. Initially the FCC routinely approved the terms of such
agreements. But in time and with the encouragement of the broadcasters
it began "to express concern over the possibility that citizen settlements
were coming to involve excessive delegations of authority from broad-
casters to citizen groups." " Accordingly it began delaying decisions on
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many settlement agreements and petitions to deny, and by 1975 it had ac-
cumulated a large bacIdog of such cases.

To deal with the developing conflict between broadcaiters and peti-
tioners and to unclog the renewal process, the commission initiated the
rulemaking on settlement agreements that led to the 1975 Agreements
Report and Order. An early analysis of the terms of proposed rules issdilla
during. that...proceeding an0 the various positions adopted by the commis-
sion suggests that the policy as it einerged.was so vague and subject. to
such divergent interpretations that it was unclear whether the comnl-
sion was adopting a position that would encourage "greater infvolve_ment
of citizen groups" or whether it would "freeze such involvement are low
level." " Clearly the final report and order informs the licensees that
they may not delegate responsibility for making public interest decisions
and that they must retain the freedom to-adjust the nature of their ser-
vice as their perception of the public interest changes. It is unclear,
however, whether that is a policy that works to the advantage or disad-
vantage of the public groups. Further, the commission argued that it does
not want "to intrude unnecessarily into the processes of local dialogue and
the exercise of licensee discretion," and therefore it will grant "con-
siderable deference" to licensees and "not prescribe or prol}ibit any par-ticular.agreement terms . . ." " Again from the citizen group perspec-
tive the full significance of this position is unclear.

A slightly more recent analysis, agrees that the "doctent had
something in it to please everybody" and that its "practical 'effect (re-
mains) hard to gauge." 52 The appropriate, conclusion would therefore
appear to be that tWinomniission's ambivalence remained and that while
citizen group activities in this area were not prevented explicitly, they
were, given only marginal encouragement. To the extent the reformers 1
sought greater leverage against the broadcast industry, the commission
proved reluctant to grant them too much.

Of course the commission is only one part of a policymaking process
which has over time tended to accommodate broadcaster interests in
licensing matters. In 1972 Clay Whitehead, then Director of the White
House's Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP), proposed license
renewal legislation that not only would have provided a two-step renewal
procedure essentially the same as those in Senator Pastore's S. 2004, but
it also would have extended the license period from three to five
years. " The five-year renewal term had long been an objective of the
commercial broadcasters and had been proposed regularly by the NAB. It
had been put forward periodic* in various billa introduced in Congress,
and at least as early as 1957 tie FCC itself had requested such legisla-/
tion. " In 1973, in conjunction with yet another request for a two-step
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licensing bill, the commission reendorsed the fiiie-year term pro-
posal. " In 1974 more than a dozen such bills were introdneed in Con-

grew, some by powerful, senior members of the Senate and House. By
the end of the year both houses had passed different versions of the OTP
bill, though one rejected any license-term extension and the other provid-
ed only a four-year term. " But 1974 was also the year of the Nixon
reitignation, and in the broadening wake of revelatiotiltbout Watergate,
other aspects of aOTP and-White House attempts te influence broad-
casters and flikblighers had MO.& mpre apPnreitt. Fultherpeertoussdif-

..---- ferences remained within Congress about the terms and hatesgity of Ihe
bills. Accordingly they were allowed to wither. Yetiluring 1975 and 1976.

O'TP and the commission continued to promote proposals for changing the
renewal process. " More importantly, by the late 1970s, under the
mounting pressure for deregulation, the broadcasting provisions of the

"rewrite" bills were contemplating establishing indefinite license ,

renewal3 for all broadcasters, to be provided immediately for radio, to be
phased in over a period of years for television. In a lesspolitically charged
atmosphere the policymaking process was proposing to provide the
broadcasters with license security far beyond their prior expectations,

and, to the 'extent further commissian and court decisions in the Cowles

and RKO cases should wiegh against the incumbent licensees, industry
pressure for far-reaching renewalderOgulation continue& to motnt.ii

,

A km other comrnission actions, or inactions, should also be noted.
For instance. in 197% in spite of the considerable concern about media
concentration expressed by the FCC since the mid-1970s, and in the midst
of its deliberations on RKO sod the pending court action on Cowles, the
commission approved the largest publisher and broadcasting eiossowner-
ship merger in its history, that of the Gannett Company and Combined
Communications. " In '1980 the Commission approved -an even larger
merger, this one involving pUrchase by General Electric of Cox firoad-
casting. That deal fellthrough at the last minute due in part to certain,
commissiiiiiiile"-reairictions and citizen group actions, but mainly due to
a dispute between G.E. and Cox about the financial terms of the acquisi-
tion. " There was nothing in that breakdown dud necessarily prevented
subsequent renegotiation and renewed efforts to effect this particular
merger- - or any other, perhaps even larger. consolidation. Such a
possibility was realized when. in July 1981, the commission approved the
proposal by Westinghouse Electric Corppration to purchase Telepromp-
ter Corporation: The NCCB, the Natiodatilack Media Coalition and other
parties had unsuccessfully petitioned the commission to deny approval for
the merger. and 'subsequent court .appeals at both the United States
district and Supreme Court levels likewise failed. When consummated
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. this merger became the largest electronic Media consolidation, making
Westinghouse, which since, the earliest days of radio had been one of the
principal non-network broadcast preperty owners, the nation's largest
cable multiple-syitem owner and giving it substantial cable programm-
Mg; film arid music hOldings.

Although the FCC did establish ita Consumer Assistance Office in 1976,
that decision must be seen in the context of two other steps the commis-
sion refused to take. The first wasthe failure between 1971 and 1974 to
move ahead with a Proposal for creatiba of an Office of PublicCounsel, an
in-house unit that wotilif lielp public groUps prepare tases and mere effec-
tively participate in FCC proceedings. The secon was its refusal to
establish procedgres and actively to seek funding from Congress for pro-
viding reimbursement for ekpenses to public-group representatives
otherivise unable to Afford- the costs of participation in appropriate pro-
ceedings. 61 The establishment of the CAO ought not be/belittled. It has
provided a useful pOint tiff access for outsiders to information not
previously available.-But its mandate fell far short of the active support
for public participation implied in the other proposals the commission
chose not to adopt. In summary, then, from the perspective of the reform
groups; it remdms questionable to fwhat extent regulatory attitude or
practice in license renewal matters Ijad, in fact, changed in the decade-
and-a-half since the first WLBT filing y the United Church of Christ.

Other Policy Crosscurrents
Telecommunications Policy Reviev. Increasingly during the 1960s and

1970s questions of federarpolicy toward bioadcasting were raised in light
of developing uncertainties about the newer technologies Of electronic
communications, the attendant industrial Competition and realignments,
the various attacks owthe regulatory process, andgeeeral, anxieties about
the societal impact ot these Media. By the mid-1970s the' interest in reap-
praising federal policy: came to be associated with proposals for major
revisions of the communication legislation, substantiallY Unchanged since
1934. . A'

The technological changes were reflected in the spread of broadband
cable televiaion; the rapid .adoption of tttellites in various forms of com-
mercial enterprise; :competitive preasures on the telephone monOpoly;, in-
troduction of heme video recording and Playback equipment;' continuing,.
progress in hardyVare miniatuadiation, Computing speed and capacity;
and, through 'it all, the steady evaporation of the distinctions among
brriadcaating,- telecommunications, film and print. Nearly all the major in-
dustrial interests in the broadcasting, cable, electronie tpmmom carrier,
program production, data transmission, computing and publishIngiieIs-

(
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were beginning to jockey with one . another, seeking to reposition
themselves as advantageously as possible for exploitation of the emerg-
ing communication lorms... To the .extent the existirig Communications

k regulatory process tended to favorone 'party or another, Ouch interests
did not seek policy changes). But to the degree -that the process' was
changingtoo slowly or too quickly in relation to the different needs of the. -
contending parties, pressures began to build for major adjustments
within the established, regulatory structure or, failing that, for more
sweeping'. legislative Measures. 'Adding. to these Often conflicting

r PresaUresuLor policy redefinition were the broader societal uncertainties
assoCiated with the civil rights, antiwar, consumer and 4:Ither public
moyements which, titken altogether, seemed to imply a certain need to
re the adequacy of electronic. communicatiens, particularly broad-
cast vision. The court support for the citizen groups during the late-
1 Os a ipeçed to undericore thiineed. .

The policy re:dew process proceeded s ); ultaneously in a number of of-
ficial andunoffidial channels, yeith events yarious forums directly or hi-
dfrectli affecting one another. There.was no mtitually agreed-upon order
to the p I es8,, nor any prior arrangements about which.forums 'would
predomin tT-e at which stages. Events, tended to be responsive to forces
and condi ions that often were extraneous to any specific considerations

,

about communications policy. ,:. . .

In retrospect., it is possible to see three distinct phases of the policy,
review process beginning in the mid-1960s and extending to the present.
The first phase etnerged roughly during the 1967-77 decade with .a serieri
of presidential And other high-level commissions or task foices, each
typically issuing a report on a broad range of communications policy mat-
ters based upon a growing-body of foundation and federally-sponsored
technical, social, and policy research. The second phase, atill developing,

, invOlvedthe direct, efficial entry of Congress. It began in 1976 and 1977,
Principally' in the Subcommittee on Communications of the. House of
Representativen, and has continued with an increasifig, and eventually
more telling, involvement, by the Senate Communications Subcommittee.
These congressional' efforts have consisted of varioUs reports and hear-

iings reviewing federal policy toward cable, broadcasting and telecom-
munications andokseveral drafts of new. communications legislation
the "rewrite." Overlapping both of these periods has been a simultaneous
third phase principally involvingthe FCC. Since the early 1970s the com-
gas' sion has been trying to, ,adjust to the ,deirelopmenta in the other,
phases, undertaking inquiries and even major regulatory changes in reac-
tion to or anticipation of the policy signals emanating from the other
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The 'relafively comprehensive review process beginning in the mid-
1960s represented something of a departure in American communications
policymakink Up to that point the national political leadership and most
of the broadcasters and major telecommunications interests had been
reasonably comfortable with the policy process as it had traditionally
operated. During broadcasting's first generation its radio-only
period and during the first t.vo decades of 'television, policy issues
had been handled by the Congress, typically through the regular over-
sight and budget proceedings fol the FCC (held by the appropriate
Senate and House subcommittees) and thrCiugh periodic hearings on such
matters aS juvenile delinquency, television villence, Section 315 amend-
ments, the Fairness Doctrine and appointments to the commission.
Through organized lobby activities and through careful attention to the

.,' broadcast coverage needs of congressional incumbents and candidates,
the broadcasters had succeeded quite readily in helping,guide the policy
development process along lines posing little threat to the industry's fun, I
damental structure and purpose: Similarly, for the better part of a cen- ,
tury the major telecommunications ,lnterests, particularly AT&T, had
helped guide the eergence and terms of ,the federal communications
policy structure governed by the 1934 Act.

By the late-I960s, however, the former procedure was giving way to
more involvement by the executive branch. In their battles with, Con-
gress over policy changes in a wide range of federal activities, the Ken-
nedy and Johnson administrations had begun to resort to the regular use
of official and q`uasi-of f icial presidential commissions. These task forces
had see rn ed to become useful for reviewing problematic social issues and

asproviding let the image of serious government concern, while also
securing m re time to gauge and perhaps influence the then current mix
of political forces before dediding what, if any, steps to take. This method
spilled over into broadcasting when Lyndon Johnson appointed, for the
first time in American history, a presidential Task Force tin Communica-
tion Policy, which issOed its final report in 1968. " The Carnegie Com-
mission on Educational Television of 1966-67 had not been appointed or
funded by the government, but the President had given its formation a
great deal of encouragement, certain of its members were appointed with
an eye to their influence in the White House and Congress, and the Presi-
dent quickly helped guide several of its recommendations into enactment

. as the Public Broadesting Act of 1967. "

During the I4ixon a, nd . Ford administrations the task force
mechanism continued to be used, particularly for cable issues. In 1971.the
Sloan Commission issued its report on cable; in 1972 and 1975 such groups'
as the Conference Board and the Committee for Economic Development
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published studies on cable, broadcasting and related technological and
economic issues; in 1974 the President's Cabinet Committeq on Cable
Communications put forWard its recommendations; in 1971 the Aspen In-
stitute of Humanistic Studies created a program on Communications in
Society that published a number of studies throughout the 1970s; and
during this same period the Rand Corporation, with federal and founda-
tion support, commissioned a large number of similarly oriented
reports. " Repeatedly these reports dealt with the importance of the
changes taking place in electronic communications technology, stressing
particularly the implications of broadband cable, the challenges to con-
ventional broadcasting and the inadequacies of the federal regulatory
response.

By the late-1970s the executivetranch initiative in these matters had
slowed somewhat. The Watergate period, with the evidence of attempts
to use White House age "es to influence the media and the federal com-
munications regulatory p ess for baldly partisan purposes, focused at-
tention on problems for co unications policymaking created by the rise
over a period Of several decades of what Schlesinger terms the "imperial
presidency." es Meanwhile the leadership in Congress had begun to
change Significantly in all areas, including communications. There was no
longer the same tdentity of purpose among key legislators, old regulatory
processes and balances of conflicting interests. New communications sub-
committee chairmen meant new staffs, new patterns of influence and
needs for at least the appearance of distinct new policy purposes. The
result was the reassertion of a certain degree of congressional policy in-
itiative, first in the House, then in the Senate.

During the first, task-force phase of the policy review period the broad-
casters had become both alarmed at the license renewal successes of the
public groups up through the early-1970s and retantalized by the old
dream of greater license security. As we have seen they ,became involved
with Congress, the White House, the FCC and the citizen groups in a
complex pattern of pressures and counter-pressures revolving around ef-
forts.to encourage regulatory restrictions on the acceptability of settle-
Inent agreements and to pursue legislative relief through the various bills
offering longer-term license renewals and the S. 2004-type of constraints
on the ease of renewal denial. When those somewhat narrow,ly focused
legislative steps faltered during the mid-1970s and as the imminent ar-
rival of a large, commercially successful cable industry became more ap-
parent, the next option for the broadcasters was to deal on a broader
plain'. The initial bargain was an DTP-guided "CA:msensus Agreement"

a compromise with cable on the terms of a long-delayed new copyright
law and of revised cable rules. °is The next was an agreement with Then
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FCC Chairman Wiley to initiate the sb-called "family viewing hour" (later
breached in practice and tied up in court action). " But the major step

, was to begin thscussing with cengressmen and others the possible terms
of new, more broadly ranging communications legislation. Always public-
ly 'opposed to the "rewrite," the broadcasters nonetheless began to ex-
plore the grounds for legislative negotiation. -

The effort in the House began in the mid:1970s, shortly after the ap-
pointment of new Communications Subcommittee Chairman Lionel Van
Deerlin (D-Cal.). Early in 1976 the, subcommittee published a Staff
Report on cable television, which served as the basis for hearings on the
subject a lew months later. By mid-1977 the subcommittee staff had
prepared an extensive set of Options Papers directed toward formal
legislative review of most aspects of the Cotnmunications Act. A year
later (June 1978) the chairman and other members of the subcommittee
introduced the first sWeeping draft of the rewrite. After the hearings on
that bill, and in light of wide-ranging, often conflicting opposition froth
nearly all quarters, the chairman and his staff pasted together a second
draft, introduced in March 1979.

The Senate Communications Subcommittee had undergone even
more important leadership changes in 1976, with the retirement of
longtime Chairman John Pastore (D-R.L) and his chief staff counsel,
Nicholas Zapple. During the subsequent readjustment of forces within
the subcommittee, and in the parent CommerceCommittee as well, new
Chairman Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.) was somewhat reluctant to join the
rewrite process. Over time, however, the Senate role has become in-
creasingly important. The Hollings subcommittee held its own cable hear-
ings in 1977 and by 1979 had begun to entertain "renovation" drafts
versions of rewrite legislation more narrowly 'focused than the 'House
bills. " By -early 1980 the members of the House subcommittee, with
varying degrees of enthusiasm, had appeared to agree to scale down their
measure, introducing a third draft (H.R. 6121) more along the lines of the
Senate bills. Shortly thereafter the Senate subcommittee worked out a
compromise among its own members and introduced yet another draft
(S. 2827) that appeared to demonstrate a certain4 willingness to
reAroaden the focus. 1°

There is not space here to, recount all the details of the first two or
three years of the rewrite effort. What is important to underscore here is
how close the broadcasting industv came to a complete coup at various
points in the process and how readily it has since recovered. The bargain-
ing over the terms of the first House version ot the rewrite (1978) led to a
tentatiNte accommodation in which the broadcasters would agree to pay a
"spectrum use fee" in exchange for a general deregulation of broad-
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casting, includnig eliniinatiori of the public interest standard, removal of
the Fairness Doctrin'e, virtually permanent license renewals anil the ef-
fective gutting of the FCC. " The outcry from the commission, the
public groups and others over the6e previsions and the opposition Of most
interested parties to one or more aspects of other sections was sufficient
to scuttle the first draft. The second version (1979) ran into a similar
range of opposition, and it too stalled. But one should note that although
the second draft reinstated the public interest standard, it still provided
for the nearly total deregulation of broadcasting, licenses in perpetuity
and an even more modest spectrum fee. " Although the broadcasting
portions of the rewrite effort in the House appeared to have been aban-
doned in late, 1979 (H.R. 6121), the two 1979 Senate bills and their 1980
succes:Ior (S. 2827) retained certain broadcasting and cable provisions.

In the wake of the 1980 elections the importance of the Senate subcom-
mittee's role continued to increase, but the various, substantial divisions
throughout Congreks about' the necessity and exact terms of a com-
prehensive rewrite also remained. On the House side the Democratic ma-
jority slipped considerably, and Chairman Van Deerlin, the single most
ifisistent congressional proponent of the rewrite, failed to, win reelec-...

tion. " Those developments suggOted that the disarray that hail been
apparent in the House subcommittee sinc9 the introduction of the first
rewrite in 1978 would likely continue. On the Senate side the emergence
of a Republican niijority led to another leadership change in the subcom-
mittee. New chairman Barry Goldwater (R-Ariz.) had been a co-author of
one of the 1979 renovation drafts and a trincipal architect of the 1980
compromise bill. He had never been enthusiastic, however, about the
total rewrite effort. At the commission Democratic Chairman Charles
Ferris was replaced by Republican Mark Fowler, whose policy goals
centered around accelerating the deregulation process, transforming it
into an era of "unregulation" based entirely on marketplace principles.

At the outset it was unclear whether the new Reagan administration
had any in,terest in pursuing sweeping changes in telecOmmunicatlen
legislation. There was little doubt about its endorsement of fundamental,
longstanding Goldwater positions on broadcasting that were puch more
deregulatory than the S. 2827 compromise provisions and similar to,
aspects of the first and second House rewrite drafts. " Shortly after be-
ing appointed subcommittee chairman Senator Goldwater noted con-

" siderable interest not only in pursuing sucb matters as unlimited radio
license renewals, ten-year television license periods, elimination of the
Fairness Doctrine, and a substantially reduced FCC, but also in ending
further efforts to develop the spectrum fee. " The latter had been; of
course, the iniijor "public dividend" of the House rewrites.
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As the 97th Cengress and new administration caine into being early
in 1981 there were no indications of what substitute provisions, if any,
might be made to accommodate citizen group concerns about the extent
of these deregulation steps. Indeed, as the new Congress proceeded with
the communications legislation debate it became clear that there were to
be no significant "trade-offs." In August 1981 the Senate Republican ma-
jority managed to secure passage of several broadcasting provisions in
President Reagan's massive budget legislation. The most important of
those was to extend )3readcast license terms to five years for television
and seven for radio. " As part of this maneuver Congress came quite
close to also passing other measures, chief among which were provisions
that would have eliminated comparative license renewals, confirmed
various FCC deregulatory decisions for radio, established a modest
license fee, and instituted indefinite broadcast license renewals. During
1982 several bills were introduced containing some of these provisions,
and in March one such bill (S. 1629) passed the Senate. Although the
House did not pass a comparable measure before Congress recessed for
the 1982 elections, both houses did agree on a somewhat less controver-
sial series of further amendments to the 1934 Act (H.R. 3239), and, as
part of the 1982 budget reconciliation bill, they agreed to a provision
reducing the' size of the FCC (from seven to five members). " It ap-
peared that Congress was engaged in a process of incremental legislative
changes which, taken together, were edging ever closer to formal
statutory endorsement of substantial deregulation of American Broad-
casting. It also appeared increasingly likely that for these measures
broadcasters would have to give up, at most, only payment of a minot
spectrum use fee. Further there were growing signs that in the process
they might secure elimination of the public interest standard, thereby
removing licensees from the fiduciary principle, necessary for any reform
effort to retain significant public oversight of broadcasting. "

In summary, then, it is important to make one or two observetions
about this decade-long policy review process. First, although not initially
apparent, the process established a pattern of continuing reform com-
promise in which, on point after point, the major affected industries
seemed to be emerging relatively unscathed. While the growing amount
of inter-industry competition and realignment involved occasional ac-
commodations among these parties, on balance the reform movement
tended to be the one institution consistently losing the most ground. Se-
cond, this pattern has had broad bipartisan support over the years. Many
liberal reformers have tended to assume that their agenda has been more
readily endorsed by Democratic 13oliticians. Yet the evidence is not all
that convincing. All of the initial-vdmpromises of reform positions took
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place during a period of Democratic control in Congress, and many were
accomplished under the Carter administration. The general trends have
proceeded in toughly the same directions regardless of which party has
controlled the executive branch. Thus the significance of the 1980 Reagan
victory and a substantially enhanced Republican position in Congress was
not so much any major policy changes,, but rather intensifications of
preexisting tendencies.

Cable. Much of the policymaking concern reflected in the major task
force reports and legislative proposals focused on cable television, and
the conflicts there with reform interests have,become increasingly clear.
Over and over again the policy commission repoits between 1968 and-
1976 made recommendations for cable that invoked the traditionaleAmerican Ideals of improving the quality of the public dial e, enhanc-
ing the democratic process by broadening the range or edia content,

. providing more information on important issues and bringing more
citizens into the communications process. They suggested ae operational
objectives the need to Provide broader channel capacity, increased public
access to communications media, more diversity of content, enhanced
competition and decreased protective regulation. Based on several ex-
haustive reviews of the history of cable regulation,' there was a growing
consensus am ong the task force reports and those participating in the

\congressional cabl hearings that the FCC had been far too concerned
about cable's impact in the economic fortunes of the broadcasting in-
dustry and had therefore engaged in restrictive rulemaldngs that had the
effect of unreasonably delaying the advent of a broadband "wired na-
tion." " A major assumption here was that many of the problems
associated with mass-audience, advertiser-supported broadcast televi-
sion would ebb away under conditions of open competition between
broadcasting and cable. A further assumption was that once returned to a
condition of "free marketplace," cable would provide the diversity of con-
tent crucial to the underlying purposes of freedom of expression and in-
formation flow. As a result nearly all the prior reports had called for
deregulation of cable by the FCC.

Everj without a new law the regnlatory proiess began responding to
the congressional and executive calls for deregulation. In 1972 as part of
its revised cable policy the conimission issued a new set of rules designed
to encourage cable growth in the major urban areas, while insuring the
availability of several channela for public, local government and educa-
tional system access, as well as local program origination. ''' Successful
in stimulating commercial cable growth, the commihsion formed a Cable
Deregulation Task Force in 1974 an then proceeded to withdraw most of

-
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its origination and access channel requirements and to divest itself of its
responsibilities for certification (licensing) of local cable franchise
agreements. A major legitimiz,ation of cable deregulation came in 1979
when the Supreme Court, upholding a lower court ruling, ovetturned the
remaining cable access rules, arguing that in establishing such provisions
the commission was treating cable like a common carrier, an approach the
Court felt Congress had not intended the commission to take: '' The
terms of the "rewrites" both before and since the Court's decision have
revealed no current congressional intent to restore such cable regulation
.authority to the commission. By 1980 the commission had repealed its .

distant-signal importation and syndicated exclusivity rules, thereby
removing all but two or three regulations governing cable programming
and eliminating the most important vestiges of protection for broad-
casters. That decision was challenged in the courts, and although the
commission's ruling was initially upheld, other appeals were still delaying
resolution of the matter in mid-1982. ga But there was little indication
that the prevailing judicial or legislative approaches would diverge from
the cable deregulation trend. Meanwhile the commission declined to
adopt rules proposed by NCCB and others restricting multiple cable
system ownership, and one of the rewrite measures with some strength
in Congress (S. 2172) contained provisions strictly limiting the cable °

regulatory powers of local and state authorities. "

Yet by the early 1980s there was not much in the emerging application
of the federal Policies to suggest the realization of the programming and_
service ideals. As the table regulations came off during the late-1970s,
the evidence of change in the structure of cable ownership and of the ser-
vices provided didnot square with the image of significant content diver-
sity. As cable has grown there has been a steady increase of concentra-
tion in large, national, cross-media, multiple-system-owning corporate
enterprises, and as satellites and other new technologies have been
harnessed to cable, the services provided have been primarily more
movies, sports and commercial entertainment. " It has been possible to
observe the emergence of more discrete, smaller audiences, providing an
aspect of the call for the "television of abundance." But those audiences
are a handful of groups organized by demographic, ethnic or taste
categories into a series of national strata much like magazine audiences.
There is little evidence Of cable being developed in any American com-
munity on a truly interactive, multi-directional, swi ed-signar
basis. " Cable remains fundamentally a one-way, centrallze distribu-
tion mettibd foAational programming fare in which the accu ulation of
lime, extra-local aggregates of viewers and subscribers is i principal
economic motive. The ability of independent producers and Icitens to
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provide substantial amounts of local* originated programming dealing
with important public issues and encouraging exchange among communi-
ty residents appears tO be little better than it was a decade ago. Cable's-
operational concept of the public and the role of communications within it
turns out to be little different than that of broadcasting. Therefore, tak-
ing all of these developments together, it remains difficult to see how
'change in federal communications policy toward cable has contributed tO
the reform movement's goal of significantly broadening and improving
the public dialogue and democratic process through the new medium.

A major explanation of the reform group losses here lies in the assump-
tions about what constitute effective remedial measures. Certainly cor-
rect in the initial analysis of the protective nature of the regulatory pro-
cess, the faith of all the studies in the efficacy of marketplace forces re-
mains less well founded. To begin with, of course, there never has been a
free, open marketplace in broadcasting and cable program production or
distribution, nor really have such conditions ever widely pertained in
modern mass communications and telecommunications. It is even difficult
to argue that the free marketplace model has been a valid image of the
American economy in general at any time since the mid-19th century,
that is, since the arrival of large, national, corporate enterprise and of the
contemporaiy regplatory-apparatus response. Thus the promise of being
able to return tot or create the conditions of open competition in com-
munications is misleading, if not patently false.

Nonetheless the opposition to regulation has cantinued to mount, and
the reform group interests in that process have been seriously com-
promised. The reform movement had done much to focus the attack on
the regulatory process as too protectionist of established induserial
hegemony and as too little concerned about the public service component
of the public interest standard. For a much longer period of time, though,
the industry had been making assaults on the regulatory process as un-
necessarily bureaucratic, economically inefficient and an infringement on
its right as an extension of the press, operating under First Amendment
freedoms. Rising in an even broader climate of increasing bipartisan op-
position to economic regulation, the joint industry and reform calls for in-
itiating a program of communications regulatory overhaul were suc-
cessful. But by the time deregulation began to take shape, the reasons for
the reform concerns had been forgotten and the longstanding maj6r in-
dustrial interests had reasserted themselves. Deregulation was to go for-
ward, but public service considerations were ignored or at best they
were assumed to be realizable through marketplace forces.

Another dimension of explanation can be found in the terms and pro-
cess of the congressional portion of the policy review effort. This activity
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took shape largely through the 1976 Staff Report of the House Subcom-
mittee on Communications, the long set of hearings later that year and
then the publication in. 1977 of the Options Papers. As with the various
task force documents, these massive records deserve closer examination
than it is possible to offer here, but again certain summary comments are
possible. Principally, the House subcommittee activities represent the
forum through which all the various critiques of prior regulatory policy
were wedded to the resurgent laissez-faire economic ideology as the basis
for the wholesale revision of the legislation.

The major surface critique in the House effort was of the FCC's 'handl-
ing of cable, and through it all the refornti movement's concerns seemed to ^

be under serious consideration. The Staff Report reviewed the failure of
the FCC's television frequency allocation policy to provide the genuinely
local service as originally intended, and it suggested that the potential of
the cable alternative was seriously undercut by commission willingness to

defer to industry-proposed compromises. Congress was urged to
reiterate public interest concerns, "not.tio view the problem as a clash of
private interests, but to consider whether the public interest is being
herved by the existing regulatory posture on cable television." m

Yet the neolibertarian economic rhetoric increasingly appeared.
"While the advantages of cable television technology are apparent, the
success of cable television as an industry is by no rpeans assured. But it is
the marketplace not unnecessary government restriction that
should make that determination." " Thus the congressional policy

review process had agreed by 1976 to accept as a fundamental tenet the
major,underlying theme consistently appearing in all the presidential
comnittinications policy task force reports since 1968 the promise of
the open marketpla4e model. The commitment to that position became all
the clearer in the Option Papers wherein most of the "options" (some
clearly are preferred by the staff) for cable, broadcasting and other ser-
vices rested on the opening paper's plea for resort to market mechanisms
in allocating the spectrum. sa The difficulties of adopting such tools in
broadcasting and in making the transition were acknowledged, but the
basic intent persisted: to provide a.§ pure a free enterprise system of
economic incentives as possible and concomitantly to eliminate as much as
possible any regulatory discretion on the vaguer, non7economic public in-
terest grounds. The subsequent efforts of various Versions of the rewrite
to drop the "public interest" language of the 1994 legislation and to
substitute competitive market forces were well rehearsed in these earlier
documents. What, were not so,well reviewed Were the substantial con-
flicts Of such approaches with a broader social notion of public service.

Other Issues. The general policy reviews process and the specific hopes
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for cable have been only two of the major expectations for telecom-
munications reform. Another has been enhancement of,the capacity for
competition in services and equipment in the telephone and common car-
rier industries. Public interest concerns here were to reduce consumer
costs and to provide access to the distribution system for more and varied
services. Key means to achieve these goals were seen to be promotion of
competition between the Bell system and other telecommunications
enterprises and prosecution of a Department of Justice antitrust suit
against AT&T. Among other things that suit was to force AT&T
divestiture of Western Electric as a condition for permitting Bell entry in-
to certain unregulated telecommunications services, including cable
television, that had been denied it ever since a 1968 consent decree agree-
ment. Certain aspects of telecommunications competition had appeared
to be accomplished in a series of FCC inquiries and rulings between 1988
and 1980, during that third overlapping phase of the geneial review ef-
fort. 0 Yet by the early 1980s various terms of the different pieces of
legislation still before Congress had abandoned the divestiture plan, pro .
vided only limited forms of corn ion and left open the possibility of
telephone company entry into the ca I le business. In January 1982 the
Justice Department, in a substan shift from positions under prior ad-
ministrations, announced terms of a new settlement with AT&T that .,
would permit it to enter into the area of unregulated data processing ser-
vices in exchange for divesting, not Western Eleftric, but its much less
profitable local, Bell operating companies. With certain amendments that
agreement was approved by the federal courts in August 1982.

In Congress and the White House the battles had thereby turned out to
be not over how to permit greater ease and lower cost of telecommunica-
tions services among individal people and small groups, but over the
right to provide equipment and carrier capaciV among commerical enter-
prises engaged in large volumes of data exchange over long-distance
routes. For a period public groups had been able to exact certain conces-
sions from broadcastersbut they have been largely unable to grapple
with and influence th6 policy debates surrounding the telephone industry
and its widening involvement in telecommunications. Through it all there
has never been any clear reform group or policy agency conception of just
how, when and on what terms the telecommunications melding of broad-
casting, cable, and common carrier communigations is to take pl\ace.
Therkis. a vague notion ttiat it will and ought to occur, but again the only
consint guidance that has emerged has been the rhetoric of the
-marketplace. 4

' Public -broadcasting is another example. This was an institution whic
was at first greatly aided by the reform instinct, but which imcame
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time an attractive and particularly vulnerable target. After watching a
decade of new andiapparently still growing federal support for public
broadcasting, the reform groups began to note, often quite correctly, its
deficiencies in such areas as local programming, support for independent
producers, empioytnent and programming for minorities, women and
other groups, and its trends in comthercialization. bisturbed by such pro-
blems, the citizen groups were able to bring considerable pressure to
bear on the noncommercial enterprise through a variety of FCC inquinies
and special provisions in the 1978 Public Telecommunications Financing
Act and the broadcasting portions of the proposed rewrites. el Yet so far
those changes, while encouraging certain internal reforms, have also
managed to contribute to other trends that appear to be restricting the,
finproVement of public broadcasting's funding and its institutional
strength. Even before the 1980 elections the result had been the virtual
revocation of the long-range funding policies of the landmark 1975 Public
Broadcasting Financing Act, the leveling out of aunual federal funding at
an amount well below the authorization levels contemplated in the 1978
Act, and the apparently serious proposal in the second House rewrite
draft (1979) to permit advertising in public broadcasting. " Since then
the Reagan administration's program of federal budget cuts has led tO a
series of substantial funding reductions, down over ki:Vo from 1982 to
1983, and the initiation of an advertising experiment among some sta-
tions. The ultimate effect of such adjustments has been to reduce the
likelihood of public broadcasting ever providing the fullscale alternative
to commercial broadcasting or serving as the major, important portion of
cable communications that many reformers had originally envisioned. "

Other examples of reform interest losses abound. After the 1980 elec-
tion many of those former public interest group representatives and
broadcasting critics who had taken positions in government began to be
removed. Congressmen and regulators had repeatedly urged networks
and broadcasters to change aspects of the portrayal of violence and to in-
ject certain informational, educative segments into children's programm-
ing. Yet overall the 'preponderance of simple-minded cartoon faanias re-
miiined on Saturday mornings, and during the evenings, when most
children view, the content has not change sufficiently to please children's
interest advocates. Meanwhile the dearth of daily children's programm-
ing has been worsened with the CBS decision, first, to cut back and
reschedule the venerable Captain Kangaroo and, then, to remove it en-
tirely from weekday television, relegating it 'to i weekly appearance on
Saturday. For years ACT has sought the elimination of advertising on
children's programs, yet to date there have been only minor reductions,
and after a long, bitter -struggle the entire children's television advertis-
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Mg inquiry by the FTC has been scuttled. " Siinultaneously the FCC hag-
refused to take final action on ACT's twelve-year:old pqtition of a general
children's television rulemaking, prompting an ACT suit against the Com-
mission in May 1982. " .Meanwhile the FCC has also downplayed and cut
back the role of its Consumer Assistance Office. .

Am other matters, elimination of certain same-market, media crose-
ownership arrangements has been accomplished, not by- significant
divestiture of any element in publishing-broadcisting-cable combine-
tiona, but by station trades. among the aflected parties, adding to the
absentee landlord pattern in local media control and providing only token
gains hi the number of i dependent and minority licensees. EEO regula-
tions were promuigate to increase the number of minority and women
employee's in broadcastlstatfons and to raise the level of their job respon-
sibilities. Pressure 'has even been brought to bear to enhance station
ownership opportunities for members of such groups. Yet there is little if
any evitnce that their accession to higher management levels or to
owners -p status concretely affects the basic operating purposes,
management obligations or program characteristics of the apti
Repeatedly in all of these examples the reality of fundmental,iiiredomi-
nant economic objectivea of broadcasting remain to return im ever in-
creasing profit to the stockholders and to enhance the capital iialue of the
property. The reform voyage constantly founders on the shoals of t

' underlying economic-imperative.

Carclusion
The record of reform in broadcasting thus remains mixed and uneven.

Clearly there have been au s. Compared with its institutional status
two decades before, the c1tlze'h.,goup movement was Much advanced by
the early 1980s. It had becom a major party in electronic communica-
tions regulatory and policy proceedings. With the assistance of the courts
and the emergence of a broader social and political consciousness; it had
succeeded 'in breaking open for accesd by many more interests the
formerly closed process of regulatory exchange between industry and
government. Several of the sources cited at the outset of this monograph
have pointed to the long lista of the accomplishmenta by the reformers,
some of which have been reiterated above. Rut what we have also seen
here are the limits that have baen placed on such efforts, and we have
noticed how certain other more important countervailing policy
developments have proceeded apace, absorbing much of the reform
rhetoric and energy, yet reflecting little of the substantive change im-
plied in the seriousness of the reform critique. It is beginning to appear
that, having become a major actor in the policy drama, the reform institu-
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.tion has, like the regulatory apparatus before it, become captured by the
'theater's rules, with little hope of affectingthe ending of the play.'

One finds that the contemporary broadcasting reform movement is
doubly a prisoner of its heritage. From the tradition of American pro-
gressiVistit it has inherited a continuing pattern of Paradoxes represented
in its yearning for a certain set of myths about the nature of the past, the
possibilities of returning to it, and the role of the eleetronic media iltk ef-
fecting that return. It has also inherited certain contradictions and
wekknesses in its essential purposes, its forms of organization and its ap-
proach to potential lines of action.

The progressive movement at the turn of the centtiry never fully
understood the nature Of the.earlier economic 'and political conditions, nor
wes-it-ever able-to grasp the-nature-of the-changes-hrthe-co
ing place about it: Consequently its responses tended to move off in direc-
tions that were increasingly irreleVant to the growing complexity Of com-
mercial, governmental and social organization .7---inte realms of, moral
exhortation, strong individualism, open Commerdial competition and
small-town democratic images. These images still grip much PI the cdr-
rent reform imagination. The goal remains largely restorative, tO return

,through the new media and a resurgent free enterprise to a purer,
simpler state of secular grace.

Meanwhile aspects of the earlier reform movetnentillad become more
institutionalized in the form of larger government and more apparently
powerftd regulatory counter-structures. Yet it turned out that the range
of practical options waS tightly circunfscribed. TI* entire-public ad-
ministrative apparatus had been built in responrho needs of the in-
dustries that were to be regulated. The public interest standard typical of
such administrative law wai adopted 'for the communications legislation.
But that standard wag defined_at the outset in terms of broadcast in-
dustry needs, and the regulatory proCess itself came to work against the
goals sought by the reformers.

The contemporary reform grouns have been someivhat successful in
cracking open the administrative structine, and at least up until 1980
they had even begun to infiltrate it.r.Tliey had established certain rights
in the regulatory process and they Od, for a time, been able to place
representatives in key policy agency positions. Yet in that engagement of
the administrative apparatus they had afso become parties, albeit
perbaps unwillingly, to its prior purposes and functions. They had
become consumed in the details of the process, leaving themselVes with
insufficient time and energy/ to examine either the assumptions underly-
ing that process or the' adequacy of their own goals. Moreover, the very
fact of much of the reform activity tended to overstatethe actual power of
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the electroniC media, inveating in them rhore authority than might other-
wise be warranted. In the end several of the leading reform organizations
have continued to have funding difficulties, their relationalipi to the
broader range of public interest group activity have alternateli waxed .
hot and cold, and, whether deserved ornot, doubts about their ledtimacy
have persisted, allowing them to suffer the irony of themaelves now being
labeled "special interest groups" in the pages of induatry publica-
tions. " hey had even begun to find the field of "reform" being invaded
by other groups, for instance, Accuracy in Media (AIM) and the Coalition
for 43etter Television (CBTV), whose political perspectives and policy
agendas were decidedly more conservative than those of the traditional
liberal citizen action groups.

In this light it is easier to comprehend what has happened in recent
regulatory and policy developments, including the "rewrite." The reform
movement does have a somewhat clearer idea than its forebearers of the
power of the immediate forces with which it is dealing. But like its
predecessors it is dwelling in certain inages and structures that actually
permit it relatively little maneuvering room. It has been outstripped .by
important Jechnologio0 developments, the scramble of industrial
realignments, a bewildking flurry of government activity; and major
political shifts in the country at large. It has permitted itself to be drawn
into defense of, first, a cumbersome, often senseless, regulatory process
and, 'then, in reaction, an older economic ideology that ultimately
militates against the social purposes it espouses.

Aa in the ptperience of their, predecessors, the' reformers have
'generated no clear, broadbasedrnational constituency nor aby form of
organization consistently capable of helping translate their criticisms into
comprehensive political action. They remain confused about their fun-
damental purpose's, failing to articulate a set of goals that would offer any
real promise of taking broadcasting and telecoiomunications beyond
traditional patterns Of control and service. Much of the significance of the
broadcast reform movement rests in. its reflection of the essentially
ritualistic dimension Of, the regUlatory and policymaking process and in
the frequent service Of its activities as a legitimization or ratification of
prior governmental and industrial views and structural arrangements. At
most the reform movement has succeeded to date in nudging the
policymaking and regulatory process only a degree or two off course.
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